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Battles On The Tigris The Mesopotamian Campaign Of The First World War
Written by a scholar and reverend, this 1902 biography presents the life of Alexander the Great through his various military campaigns. The author includes a great deal of
information about the ancient world of Alexander, as well as information about Alexander's thinking and character gleaned from classical sources.
With more than 1,100 cross-referenced entries covering every aspect of conflict in the Middle East, this definitive scholarly reference provides readers with a substantial
foundation for understanding contemporary history in the most volatile region in the world. • Provides more than 1,100 A‒Z entries on various military, political, and social
topics connected with conflict in the Middle East • Features contributions from approximately 200 distinguished scholars and independent historians from a variety of
disciplines • Devotes a full volume to key documents relevant to conflict in the Middle East throughout history • Includes more than 100 illustrations depicting conflict in the
Middle East, plus dozens of maps depicting major geopolitical relationships, large scale military operations, and individual battles on land and sea
Tigers of the Tigris
Middle East Conflicts from Ancient Egypt to the 21st Century: An Encyclopedia and Document Collection [4 volumes]
A History of Greece; from the Earliest Period to the Close of the Generation Contemporary with Alexander the Great
Social England: From the battle of Waterloo to the general election of 1885
Battle of Sheikh Sa'ad, Battle of Es Sinn, Battle of Dujaila, Battle of Ctesiphon, Siege of Kut, Battle of Wadi,
Notes on Alexander's Crossing of the Tigris and the Battle of Arbela
New Perspectives on Ancient Warfare explores the armies of antiquity from Assyria and Persia, to classical Greece and Rome. The studies
illustrate the ways in which technology, innovation, cultural exchange, and tactical developments transformed ancient warfare by land and
sea.
We all saw it at once. Half a dozen voices screamed 'Grenade!' simultaneously. Then everything went into slow motion. The grenade took an age
to travel through its 20 metre arc. A dark, small oval-shaped package of misery the size of a peach ... April 2004: Sgt Dan Mills and his
platoon of snipers fly into southern Iraq, part of an infantry battalion sent to win hearts and minds. They were soon fighting for their
lives. Back home we were told they were peacekeeping. But there was no peace to keep. Because within days of arriving in theatre, Mills and
his men were caught up in the longest, most sustained firefight British troops had faced for over fifty years. This awe-inspiring account
tells of total war in throat-burning winds and fifty-degree heat, blasted by mortars and surrounded by heavily armed militias. For six
months, they fought alone: isolated, besieged and under constant enemy fire. Their heroic stand a modern-day Rorke's Drift.
Decisive Battles of the World
Nelson's Map-book of the World-wide War
Being English Translations of the Assyrian and Egyptian Monuments. Published Under the Sanction of the Society of Biblical Archaeology
Along the Tigris
Being English Translations of the Assyrian and Egyptian Monuments
Battles & Lullabies
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 23. Chapters: Battle of Sheikh Sa'ad, Battle of Es Sinn, Battle of Dujaila, Battle of Ctesiphon, Siege of Kut,
Battle of Wadi, Fall of Baghdad, Battle of Sharqat, Action of Khan Baghdadi, Battle of Hanna, Battle of Qurna, Fao Landing, Battle of Ramadi, Battle of Basra, Samarrah Offensive, Second Battle of Kut. Excerpt: The Battle of Sheikh Sa'ad
(Turkish: Sa Sahil) occurred between 6-8 January 1916 during the Mesopotamian Campaign of the First World War. The battle took place along the banks of the Tigris River between the Anglo-Indian Tigris Corps and elements of the
Ottoman Sixth Army. The engagement was the first in a series of assaults by the Tigris Corps to try and breakthrough the Ottoman lines to relieve the besieged garrison at Kut. With the entry of Ottoman Empire to the First World War on
31 October 1914, Indian Expeditionary Force D was ordered to secure the Shatt-al-Arab and Basra in order to safeguard the flow of oil from British-owned oilfields in Persia. Following the capture, Force "D"'s mission in Mesopotamia
expanded gradually as local commanders saw a chance for victories which would burnish the British Empire's prestige in the Muslim world. At the battles of Qurna, Nasiriyeh, and Es Sinn, Force "D" defeated elements of the Ottoman Sixth
Army. After the Battle of Es Sinn, the Anglo-Indian force controlled the Tigris and Euphrates rivers through much of what is now southern Iraq. Sensing that Baghdad was within their gasp, the commander of Force "D," supported by the
Commander in Chief, India, in Simla, argued for permission to launch a final offensive to capture it. The situation looked promising. The nearest Ottoman reserves, according to British intelligence, were 400 miles distant in the Caucasus or
250 miles away at Aleppo in Syria. All that blocked the way to Baghdad were two demoralized, defeated...
Since the 19th century the Gulf region has been an area of intense interest, having been influenced first by the British and more recently by the Americans. This book charts the changing security and political priorities of these two powers
and how they have shaped the region. Adopting a narrative approach, the author provides background history on British involvement from the 19th century and a detailed analysis of the years after the Second World War, when oil supply
became more critical. He covers the growth of US influence and the British withdrawal, and follows more recent changes as the US built up its military presence following Desert Storm and the invasion of Iraq. Looking at the three
enduring missions fulfilled by the British - maintaining interstate order, protecting the free flow of commerce, which later included petroleum; and keeping out other Great Powers – the book demonstrates how these had by 1991 been
assumed almost entirely by the American leaders. A comprehensive and thorough look at the history of the Gulf and the contemporary issues affecting the region, this will be essential reading for students of Middle East history, military
history and diplomatic history. Visit the author's website at www.thepoliticsandsecurityofthegulf.com
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New Perspectives on Ancient Warfare
7: assyrian texts
Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World
Revolution Day
Famous and Decisive Battles of the World
Revolt on the Tigris

In 1914 the British expedition to Mesopotamia set out with the modest ambition of protecting the oil concession in Southern Persia but, after numerous misfortunes, ended up capturing Baghdad and Northern
Towns in Iraq. Initially the mission was successful in seizing Basra but the British under Generals Nixon and Townshend, found themselves drawn North, becoming besieged by the Turks at Kut. After various
failed relief attempts the British surrendered and the prisoners suffered appalling indignities and hardship, culminating in a death march to Turkey. In 1917 General Maude was appointed CinC but, as usual in
Iraq, policy kept changing. Hopes that the Russians would come into the war were dashed by the Revolution. Operations were further frustrated by the hottest of summers. Fighting against the Turks continued
right up to the Armistice. The conduct of the Campaign was subject to a Commission of Inquiry which was highly critical of numerous individuals and the administrative arrangements.
"Along the Tigris" tells the story of 16,000 soldiers in combat, from the training grounds of Fort Campbell, through the toughest battles in the blitz of Baghdad to the Nineveh province, where the 101st Airborne
Division anchored for eight months after the overthrow of Saddam Hussein. Without precedent or a plan, the division sketched the blueprint to win the peace as they went - rebuilding schools and health clinics,
reestablishing the local infrastructure, standing up city governments and building trust with the local people. "Along the Tigris" gets beyond the headlines, telling the true story of the Army's most storied division
in the Iraq war.
Poems
The World's Great Classics: Decisive battles of the world, by E.S. Creasy
A General History of Sieges and Battles, by Sea and Land
History's Greatest Battles
The Al-Sadr Uprising and the Governing of Iraq
Warlord Along the Tigris

Experiences with a famous county regiment in Iraq during the First World War Beyond the attrition of the Western Front trenches, the Great War raged all over the globe. These 'sideshows' were full scale conflicts by the standards
of war to that time, only diminished by the magnitude of the campaigns in France and Belgium. The war against Turkey, Germany's ally, raged from the Turkish homeland itself to the complete expanse of the crumbling Ottoman
Empire in North Africa, the Holy Land and the cradle of civilisation itself-Mesopotamia-now modern day Iraq-a land through which flowed the Tigris and Euphrates-rivers of romance and legend. There was little romantic of the
war the Leicestershire regiment knew. 'Johnny'-the tough enemy, the omnipresent German air force, the heat and flies were all exacerbated by rampant disease which decimated the allied troops. As part of the 7th (Meerut) Division
the 'Tigers'-as the regiment were nicknamed after their distinctive cap badge-fought vicious actions in the Battles for Istabulat, Samarra and Juber Island during the 1917 campaigns beyond Baghdad towards Tekrit in the north of
the country. This is a well written eyewitness account, which introduces us to the officers and men who wore the 'Black Diamond' hat badge, and is full of 'on the spot' detail and fascinating descriptions of intense combat.
"Throughout the war in Iraq millions of people turned to Rageh Omaar's BBC reports from Baghdad. Omaar was BBC television's main correspondent reporting from Iraq. He had watched the suffocation of Iraqi society after a
quarter of a century of dictatorship and then, in March 2003, he witnessed the last desperate hours of peace before the bombs fell." "Writing from the heart of Baghdad, Omaar follows the war from its beginning to its aftermath: he
describes the atmosphere among the people on the night the first bombs hit; the horror they felt as they watched their city burn; the anarchy and unforgiving heat that overwhelmed the country in the battle's wake. Revolution Day is
a powerful and intimate account of a city and its people under siege, and of a conflict at the very centre of our world."--BOOK JACKET.
Social England: From the battle of Waterloo tht the general election of 1885
From Marathon to Waterloo
The Human Story of the Battle for Iraq
Literary Digest
Containing, a Particular and Circumstantial Account of the Most Remarkable Battles and Sieges, Bombardments and Expeditions, in Different Ages and Parts of the World; and Particularly, Such as Relate to Great Britain and Her
Dependencies. Including Anecdotes of the Lives, Military and Naval Transactions, of All the Celebrated Admirals, Generals, Captains, &c., who Have Distinguished Themselves in the Service of Their Country. In which Will be
Explained, the Military and Naval Terms of Art ...
Struggles of the Nations; Or, The Principal Wars, Battles, Sieges, and Treaties of the World

In this poignant book of poetry, Michelson weaves together the past and present, seeing within his children his own difficult
childhood, within current wars the burning memory of the Holocaust, and within himself, the ghost of his father.
A former paratrooper in the British Army with extensive experience of conflict and post-conflict management in the countries of
former Yugoslavia, Mark Etherington had just completed an M.Phil. in international relations at Cambridge University in 2003 when
the British Foreign Office asked him to assume the governorship of Wasit Province in southern Iraq on behalf of the Coalition
Provisional Authority or CPA.Etherington established a small team in the provincial capital of al-Kut on the banks of the Tigris
in order to begin the process of reconstruction--both political and physical--of a province with a predominantly Shi'ia population
of 900,000 and a long border with Iran.The province was plagued by poverty and beset by social paralysis. A demoralized and often
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corrupt police force was incapable of imposing the rule of law. Ba'ath party functionaries had been purged, local municipal
authority was weak, and basic services were lacking. More challenging still was an escalating armed insurgency by the followers of
Moqtada al-Sadr that would culminate in a sixteen-hour firefight for control over the CPA's base in Kut.This gritty and compelling
firsthand account of post-conflict Iraq describes the turmoil visited on the country by outside intervention and the difficulties
faced by the Coalition in fashioning a new political and civil apparatus.
The Mesopotamian Campaign of the First World War
Battles on the Tigris
Records of the Past
Philological and Historical Commentary on Ammianus Marcellinus
The Life of Alexander the Great
Battles of the Mesopotamian Campaign
With its mixture of famous battles and storied commanders, warfare in 4th century B.C. Greece has long held a fascination for military enthusiasts and the general public alike.
Histories, biographies, and popular culture have turned the exploits of noted generals like Xenophon and Iphicrates of Athens, Epaminondas of Thebes, and the father-son team
of Philip II and Alexander the Great of Macedonia into the stuff of legend. Drawing from ancient accounts along with suitable analogs, this detailed work offers meticulous
reconstructions of 187 of the 4th century’s most significant land engagements, considering tactical patterns, evolving trends, and the lasting impact of the era’s most influential
military minds. By separating myth from reality, these recreations provide incredible insight into past ways of war that continue to influence the course of combat today.
"The container for this collaboration is meant to embody the conundrum of this person who transforms into a beast capable of horrendous acts against innocents. The outside of
the container is collaged in the same way that a boy might decorate his hiding place for treasures found. The elements, like currency, targets, or stamps, are in the realm of
childhood values. The inside of the container sets the stage for juvenile battle. These are the props for pretend war. When confronted with the grittiness of war, do these illprepared young men simply break with reality? Are they taught that they are above the law? Or do they learn to devalue what is not obviously American? Neither the container
nor the three books answer the questions posed above. We all know young soldiers who have served or those who could serve. This collaboration is intended to catalyze a
conversation about the nature of change that allows potentially decent people to commit indecent acts"--Statement from the publishers at Vamp & Tramp Booksellers' website,
viewed on February 4, 2015.
Sniper One
The Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World from Marathon to Waterloo by Edward Creasy
Greek and Macedonian Land Battles of the 4th Century B.C.
The Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World from Marathon to Waterloo
From the Battle of Marathon to D-Day
7:.
Tigers of the Tigris: An American Advisor's Journey Through Culture, Religion and Intrigue in Building the Iraqi Armyis a remarkable memoir of a military advisor with a military advisory
team referred to as a Military Transition Team (MiTT) in Iraq. It is required reading for those interested in understanding how U.S. forces used military advisory teams to achieve unity of
effort to build legitimacy and strengthen security forces. It is also required reading to understand Iraqi cultural and religious aspects and the center of gravity for the war - the concept of
winning and changing of hearts and minds in Iraq. The author carries readers behind closed doors to witness negotiations, intrigue and the struggle to win the hearts and minds of local sheikhs
and religious leaders. He describes meetings with prominent religious leaders such as Abd El Azziz Al Hakim, the head of the Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq and Ayatollah
Hussein Al Sadr, a powerful Shi'a cleric in Baghdad. Experience the daunting tasks faced by the MiTT to advise, coach, teach and mentor Iraqi security forces and provide direct access to
coalition capabilities such as fire support, medical evacuation, and intelligence gathering. Enjoy the sweet success in getting the first Iraqi Army Brigade to achieve full responsibility for its
own battle sector in Iraq. Live through what it is like dealing with sectarian problems between the Sunni Arab majority who had held power for many centuries and the Shi'a Arabs, the nation's
long-repressed majority. Understand the role that culture and religion play in Iraqi society and how American soldiers adapted to overcome these problems. Tigers of the Tigrisis an informative
read that provides first-hand accounts from military advisors in the field who go about their day-to-day duties of both fighting the insurgents and winning hearts and minds of Iraqis. "There
has been a lot written about day to day combat operations, but this book will take you inside the little publicized effort to build an Iraqi force for stabilizing the country. It is a must read if you
have someone in Iraq or if you just want to know what it is like for an American soldier in Iraq working side by side with Iraqi soldiers to build a new Army." Stephen E. Henthorne, FRUSI
Senior Advisor, Civil-Military Centre of Excellence (CCOE-NATO), Joint-Interagency-Multinational Stability Operations (Joint CA/CIMIC/CMO Interoperability) "An insightful book. Tigers
of the Tigrisprovides not only an exciting memoir of an American military advisor, but also a manual for effective counterinsurgency. Through personal stories the author describes the impact
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of culture and religion and the ever important non-lethal interaction with Iraqi citizens." Huntington Blair (Hunt) Downer, Major General, Louisiana Army National Guard. "Mark Kerry has
opened a window into the cultural inner-workings of Iraqi society and its army that illuminate the challenges Iraqis are facing in rebuilding their society as free and democratic. He also
illustrates the cultural undercurrents that lead to phenomena that otherwise mystify a Western observer. Kerry's book is a must-read for American officers detailed to advisory positions. I also
recommend it as an exemplar of a model of counterinsurgency that demonstrates the considerable gains made from simply visiting religious and tribal opinion leaders, answering their questions
and addressing their concerns, and persuading them to support the goals and activities of the counterinsurgent." Dr. Adam Shilling
Great battles mark history's turning points where cultures and ideologies clash. Some battles are won by inspired leaders, some by superior weaponry, while others are won by a sheer dogged
refusal to surrender in the face of overwhelming odds. This gripping account introduces 40 battles which changed the course of history, from the Battle of Marathon in 490 BC to the
Vietnamese defeat of the French army at the battle of Dien Bien Phu in 1954. It includes the extraordinary generalships of Napoleon, Wellington and Marlborough, among others, as well as
the victories of ordinary soldiers who, through their courage, determination and sacrifice, changed the course of history. Includes: • Siege of Jerusalem, 79 CE • The Battle of Hastings, 1066 •
The Battle of Yorktown, 1781 • The Battle of Gettysburg, 1863 • D-Day, 1944 Brought to life by photographs, maps and artwork of the battles, this book gives an expansive account of the most
pivotal battles in the history of war and how they were lost or won.
The Leicestershire Regiment in Mesopotamia During the First World War
Or, History from the Battle-field
Crossing the Tigris
Anglo-American Hegemony and the Shaping of a Region
Records of the Past Being English Translations of the Assyrian and Egyptian Monuments; Publ. Under the Sanction of the Society of Biblical Archaeology
The Blistering True Story of a British Battle Group Under Siege
Library Committee: Timothy Dwight ... Richard Henry Stoddard, Arthur Richmond Marsh, A.B. [and others] ... Illustrated with nearly two hundred photogravures,
etchings, colored plates and full page portraits of great authors. Clarence Cook, art editor.
This is a commentary on Book XXIV of the Res Gestae by the fourth century historian Ammianus Marcellinus. The commentary discusses philological, literary, linguistic
and historical problems in the Latin text.
The Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World
The 101st Airborne Division in Operation Iraqi Freedom : February 2003 to March 2004
The Politics and Security of the Gulf
With a Diary of the War and Sketch Maps Illustrating Military Operations
XXIV
A History and Analysis of 187 Engagements
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